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This book highlights the many pitfalls that investors often overlook or do not understand when
investing. This includes a range of investment vehicles ranging from offshore hedge funds through
to onshore regulated vehicles.  Far too often, investors place too much reliance on brand names or
regulators to protect themselves or to defend an investment decision.  Jerome Lussan has been
able to provide thought provoking insight, especially with respect to operational investment issues.
 A must-have tool in your investment kit!

This book is a timely and valuable guide for fund investors. I very much enjoyed reading it. By
building on his practical experience and a range of excellent case studies Jerome Lussan
successfully highlights the importance of taking a comprehensive approach to fund evaluation in
order to make successful investments.

With his deep knowledge of the industry and his pragmatic approach, Lussan gives not only an
exhaustive overview of the organization, structure and service providers involved in investment
funds but he also covers comprehensively actual developments in the industry, such as risk
management or compliance and offers to the reader some insightful case studies. Accessible and
understandable but at the same time thorough and critical.

Investors are invariably seduced by return patterns. They might do better and follow the
Bard&#146;s advice to &#147;Let every eye negotiate for itself and trust no agent&#148;. This
helpful book suggests the best ways investors might improve their eye for better managed funds
and hopefully better returns.

Hedge fund investing requires a blend of art and science which Lussan understands well and this
comes out from the book, and provides an invaluable insight from a leading expert. The Financial
Times Guide to Investing in Funds teaches readers how to be disciplined when investing to obtain
the right disclosures to ensure the protection of their assets. Read this book and you will learn how
due diligence principles can protect your investments.

This is a comprehensive guide for all professionals and investors into the due diligence process
behind picking the right fund for their portfolio. Too many  investors focus simply on fund statistics



and the manager's underlying strategy and neglect the basics of good fund management which
includes corporate governance, regulatory controls and elementary accounting. This impressive new
book makes amends and forces the investor to think about the actual structure of fund management
and understand how it can so easily go wrong - along the way Lussan fleshes out his analysis with
real world examples of investment disasters including the notorious Bernard Madoff affair. An
essential read for any sophisticated investor"

The Financial Times Guide to Investing in Funds explains everything you need to know before
investing in investment funds, hedge funds and alternative funds. Whether you are a professional
trader or a private investor, the book will help you make up your mind as to what kind of fund you
want to invest into, ensure that you&#146;re making the right investment decisions and advise on
how to invest in an intelligent and beneficial way.

A refreshingly clear and most valuable resource for those looking to invest in Funds for the first time
as much as for those who are professionally involved in the sector. Cutting through the often
unnecessarily layered marketing terms this guide is sure to add value to any Manager selection
process. A great value title.

Finally a straight talking (guide) book that tells you what to look for amongst the hundreds of pages
of information that come with every fund (regardless of jurisdiction it is incorporated). Jerome's
writing makes it easy to identify the big but most importantly the seemingly small issues. A book that
is now an essential read for all my staff that are involved in one way or another in the management
or administration of our internal as well as external funds. Highly recommended.

Finally a comprehensive but easy to digest book on investment due diligence. In a clear way Jerome
Lussan presents his industry expertise on fund investing and what to watch out for. He stresses the
importance of understanding a fund and management company and I particularly enjoyed his
insights on using the due diligence questionnaire, clear analysis of several fraud cases and most of
all "use of common sense", if you do not understand it do not invest. It is a very interesting read and
I definitely would recommend it for all types of Investors, risk managers, analysts and portfolio
managers.

Jerome Lussan provides thorough foundations on which to successfully complete due diligence on
hedge funds with comprehensive advice backed by real case studies to make informative
investment decisions. Jerome offers a precious check list to assess the quality of a Hedge Fund
business. In an environment of increased investor awareness of the Hedge Fund market, credit and
operational risks, I recommend this book to any investor willing to improve their due diligence
techniques.

This is one of the most excellent books I ever read on the subject. And: it is very hands-on, by
pointing out that Investors should start doing their homework by really READING the prospectus and
all the " legal stuff" everyone is shunning. One of the most elucidating hints I miss in many scholarly
legal textbooks: the Subscription Agreement might be the only contractual link between investor and
the fund....so read that as well. And focus rather on the "Manager" and his/her Service Providers
rather than on the "Fund"! Ex.cellent reading indeed.

Jerome Lussan has done a terrific job of providing investors with an easy to understand tour of the
alternative investment industry and the pitfalls that can come from lack of due diligence of fund
managers. The book is a must read for investors who are seeking yield from the hedge fund
industry. It demonstrates in easy to understand ways what a due diligence process will uncover and
how to analyze the results of that due diligence. With more and more people looking to alternatives
to drive performance of their portfolios, this book should be a must read before any investor
allocates funds to a hedge fund manager. Highly recommended.

This book is a state of the art review on the world of Hedge Funds. Written in a very informative,
clear and concise style, Jerome De Lavenere Lussan draw on his precious expertise to give us an
accurate piture of how to invest in Hedge Funds, from the funds selection process to the choice of



managers and the very challenging due diligence framework. A must read for both professionals and
non professionals interested in the often secretive world of the fund industry.

This work is protected by local and international copyright laws and is provided solely for the use of
instructors in teaching their courses and assessing student learning. Dissemination or sale of any
part of this work (including on the World Wide Web) will destroy the integrity of the work and is not
permitted. The work and materials from this site should never be made available to students except
by instructors using the accompanying text in their classes. All recipients of this work are expected
to abide by these restrictions and to honor the intended pedagogical purposes and the needs of
other instructors who rely on these materials.

Jérôme de Lavenère Lussan is the founder and managing director of Laven Partners &#150; and
investment management consultant whose specialism is operational due diligence on investment
companies. Laven Partners has recently won the &#145;Best Regulatory Advisory Firm
2009&#146;, awarded by Hedge Fund Manager magazine.
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